
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear friends, 
 
We write this newsletter just as we are coming to terms with the historic vote 
to leave the EU.  We have been able to see comments and share the 
sentiments of those who are shocked and saddened by this vote.  It feels 
strange to be observing such major decisions from so far away. 
 
We are observing major unrest here in preparation for the elections on 3 
August.  Violence seems to be the vehicle by which many people in this country 
express their dissatisfaction.  This may be seen as the only means by which 
those who are powerless are able to make their feelings known to those in 
power.  Sadly, the result is damage to public buildings as well as injury and 
death.  In one area of Limpopo 22 schools were burnt down, which will impact 
upon the education and life opportunities for thousands of children.  The 
Methodist Church of Southern Africa (MCSA) has responded by calling upon 
its members to fast and pray for the country each Wednesday. 
 

Thank you! 
 
We are grateful for the generous donations for Beyond the Book, which have 
amounted to £570!  This is amazing and will allow us to buy many resources 
to support our members in Germiston.  We will let you know what we have 
bought in our next newsletter. 
 

Magnify – Women in Leadership 
 

Jane launched Magnify in Krugersdorp last 
Saturday.  This will be the second place to host the 
course.  The vision is to deliver Magnify in all six 
countries and all 12 districts of the MCSA by 2020.  
The plan is also to train people who will in turn train 
others, so that its impact spreads across the whole 
of southern Africa.  Jane is thriving in the 

environment where women from various cultures, generations and 
denominations meet in order to change the world. 
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Jane has also begun a coaching course with the International Coach 
Federation; she is loving this new learning and networking in the corporate 
world.  There are also exciting possibilities in which the coaching and Magnify 
might be able to relate to each other. 
 

Easter 
 
  Easter this year was a special time for us.  On Good Friday Jane was one of 
the preachers in our circuit Seven Words service (in which seven preachers 
preach about the seven words Jesus spoke from the cross); she preached to 
over 5,000 people in the township of Katlehong! 
  Steve travelled to Cape Town with our Evangelist for the Easter conference 
of Zimbabweans living in South Africa.  This was the first time that Alfred had 
flown and it was blessing to share this moment with him; Steve will never forget 
his words in the airport: “I was a nobody, but now I am a somebody”. 
  Alfred and Steve came back to Germiston for an all-night revival leading into 
Easter Day.  This was the first time that such a revival had been held in 
Germiston and it was joyous to see people singing and sharing in various 
languages.  This revival brought joy as we saw how barriers of language can 
be overcome when there is the desire to engage.  As our circuit steward said: 
‘You may not “hear” it, but you can feel it.’ 
 

That they may be one 
 

We are in the middle of a worship series called ‘That they may 
be one’, based on the prayer of Jesus in John 17.  We are 
looking at issues of unity in diversity in the early Church to see 
how we can find inspiration to deal with these issues in the 
cultural diversity we find in Germiston. 
 

Prayer requests 
 
Your prayers are always welcome, and especially for the following: 

 Peace and stability in the run-up to the elections on 3 August.  Pray that 
people of integrity and wisdom will be elected and work for the common 
good; 

 Magnify as it continues in Benoni and begins in Krugersdorp as well as 
opportunities for it to spread further; 

 Interventions which will overcome tensions within the Zimbabwean 
members in Germiston; 

 We continue to explore unity in diversity in all areas at Germiston. 
 

  


